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A INTRODUCTION 

The applicants and the eviction order 

1 The applicants (“the residents”) are 184 men, women and 

children residing in an abandoned building known as “Kiribilly” 

at the corner of Soper and Fife Roads in Berea, Johannesburg 

(“the property”).1 The residents are very poor.2 The residents 

are well-settled at the property, having lived there for periods of 

between 3 and 25 years.3 If they are evicted from the property, 

the residents will be left homeless.4 

2 On 10 September 2013, the Gauteng Local Division of the High 

Court ordered the residents’ eviction. The presiding Judge 

(Khumalo AJ) made the order “by agreement”, because she was 

informed by counsel for the respondents (“the liquidators”), and 

a layman, Skhulu Ngubane, that the residents had consented to 

the eviction order.5 

                                                 
1 Record, vol 1, p 7, para 13.  
2 Record, vol 1, pp 29 to 30, paras 100 and 101.  
3 Record, vol 3, p 231, line 3. Vusumuzi Dlamini moved onto the property in 1991. See also vol 3, p 237  

   line 10. Samkelo Myeza has lived at the property since April 2013.  
4 Record, vol 3, p 282, para 45; see also, Record vol 3, p 309, para 8. 
5 Record, vol 2, p 170, para 22.  
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3 Mr. Ngubane is not one of the residents. On anybody’s version, 

Mr. Ngubane did not have the authority to consent to the 

eviction order on behalf of the residents. The residents say that 

he was authorised to represent them in court, but only for the 

purposes of obtaining a postponement.6 Mr. Ngubane does not 

even go this far. He denies any mandate to represent the 

residents, and says that he attended court “merely as an 

observer”7 and “informed” Khumalo AJ that the residents had 

consented to be evicted.8 

4 Only four of the residents attended court. Their undisputed 

mandate and purpose was to obtain a postponement in order to 

procure legal representation,9 with a view to opposing the 

eviction application.10 Hlengiwe Mhlambo – who the liquidators 

say “led”11 the residents – cannot read or write in English,12 and 

had next-to-no ability to understand any of the documents 

associated with the eviction application.13 

                                                 
6 Record, vol 1, p 12, para 35.  
7 Record, vol 2, p 148, para 18.2.  
8 Record, vol 2, p 170, para 22.  
9 Record, vol 1, p 12, para 36.  
10 Record, vol 2, p 167, para 10. 
11 Record, vol 2, p 168, para 14.  
12 Record, vol 1, p 11, para 30.  
13 Ibid.  
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5 This notwithstanding, the liquidators say that, at some point 

before the matter was called, these four residents – “led” by an 

illiterate, unrepresented layperson – were persuaded to consent 

to an eviction order, albeit at a date later than the liquidators 

originally asked for.14 

6 The residents deny entering into any negotiations at all. They 

say that Mr. Ngubane did all of the talking on their behalf, but 

exceeded his mandate in agreeing to their eviction, rather than 

asking for a postponement.15 

The issues raised in this application 

7 The main issues in this application arise in this context. These 

issues are, firstly, whether, on the facts alleged by the 

liquidators, the residents actually consented to an eviction 

order, and, secondly, whether, if they did, that consent was 

legally effective. A third issue concerns whether Khumalo AJ, in 

granting an order by agreement, was under an obligation to act 

pro-actively to establish the nature and effectiveness of the 

                                                 
14 Record, vol 2, p 169, para 19. 
15 Record, vol 1, p 13, paras 37 to 39.  
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consent relied upon by the liquidators, and whether the eviction, 

even if consented to, would be just and equitable. 

No actual agreement 

8 We submit that the liquidators have failed to establish that the 

four residents who attended court in fact agreed to the eviction 

order. 

9 The liquidators’ affidavits on this point are singularly coy. They 

assert that the residents consented to the eviction order without 

ever identifying the underlying conduct from which an 

acceptable inference of consent can be drawn. Mere 

participation in negotiations leading to the formulation of a draft 

order - on which Adams AJ in the High Court relied, when 

refusing to rescind the eviction order16 – is insufficient to 

conclude that the residents actually consented to the eviction 

order. 

10 We submit that, without identifying the specific act or acts which 

signified the residents’ final agreement, no acceptable inference 

                                                 
16 Record, vol 3, pp 266 to 267, para 8.  
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of consent can be drawn. It is a signal feature of this case that 

the liquidators have never been able to identify the exact point 

at which the residents consented to the eviction order, exactly 

who agreed to it on their behalf, and what conduct or utterances 

amounted to that consent. 

11 Even if the four residents at court did agree to the eviction order, 

they could not have done so on behalf of the other 180 residents 

of the property. They were there to secure a postponement. 

They did not have a mandate to agree to an eviction.17 Nor is it 

suggested that they held themselves out as having such a 

mandate. In these circumstances, there is no factual or legal 

nexus between the alleged agreement of the four residents who 

attended court, and the 180 residents who did not. 

No legally effective consent 

12 Even assuming such a connection could be established, the 

liquidators still bear the onus to show that the consent given by 

                                                 
17 Record, vol 1, p 14, para 44.  
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the residents was legally effective.18 This onus has not been 

discharged. We say so for two reasons – 

12.1 First, consent to the eviction order entailed the waiver of 

a number of constitutional and statutory rights – to 

eviction only after a court has considered all the relevant 

circumstances; to the joinder of the local authority; to 

the compilation of a report dealing with the residents’ 

needs and ability to afford alternative accommodation; 

and to the provision of alternative accommodation by 

the local authority if an eviction would otherwise render 

the residents homeless. These rights, grounded as they 

are in the courts’ constitutionally-ordained function to 

determine when and under what circumstances 

evictions from homes are to be permitted, cannot be 

waived. Even if presented with a draft eviction order that 

has, ostensibly, been consented to, a court is still under 

a duty to consider all the relevant circumstances – 

                                                 
18 Laws v Rutherfurd 1924 AD 261, at 263. 
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including the ostensible consent – and decide for itself 

whether an eviction order is justified.19 

12.2 Second, and assuming the residents’ constitutional and 

statutory rights could be waived, the requirements for 

the valid waiver of rights have not been established in 

this case. Such a waiver would have to be free, 

voluntary and informed.20 There is no dispute that, at the 

time they are alleged to have consented to the eviction 

order, the residents were unrepresented, and had no 

legal adviser. They were completely unaware of their 

rights to defend the eviction application on the basis that 

it would not be just and equitable, and to claim relief 

from the relevant local authority. They were “led” by 

someone who could not read or write in English. They 

were faced by a sophisticated team of attorneys and 

counsel for the liquidators, and were likely over-awed by 

the formality and complexity of the proceedings in which 

they were swept up. Even if theoretically possible, a 

                                                 
19 Eke v Parsons 2016 (3) SA 37 (CC), para 26. 
20 Nkata v FirstRand Bank Ltd 2016 (4) SA 457 (CC), para 67, fn 50. 
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waiver of rights given under these circumstances 

cannot be free, voluntary and informed.  

Rescission under Rule 42 

13 Because there was no legally valid consent to the eviction order, 

the liquidators were not procedurally entitled to it. The 

liquidators’ legal representatives must have known that the four 

residents at court were not the only residents at the property, 

and that their alleged acquiescence in the draft order could not 

have meant that everyone else at the property agreed to it. They 

could also not seriously have thought that the alleged consent 

was free, voluntary and informed. In other words, the liquidators’ 

legal representatives snatched at a bargain, and erroneously 

sought an order by consent where there was in fact none. 

14 The eviction order was also erroneously granted because – 

14.1 Khumalo AJ would not have granted it had she been 

aware of the circumstances under which consent was 

alleged; and 
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14.2 Notwithstanding any apparent consent, she was still 

required to consider all the relevant circumstances in 

deciding whether an eviction would be just and 

equitable. The residents’ ostensible consent was just 

one of these circumstances. Also relevant was what 

would happen to all of the residents if an eviction order 

was carried out. This was never explored. 

15 One hundred and eighty of the residents were absent when the 

eviction order was taken. The order was, at least in relation to 

them, erroneously sought and granted in their absence, and 

falls to be rescinded under Rule 42 (1) (a) of the Uniform Rules 

of Court.  

Rescission under the common law 

16 We submit that the eviction order also falls to be rescinded in 

terms of the common law, in relation to all of the residents, 

whether or not they attended court. To justify rescission in terms 

of the common law, it is necessary to show, in addition to the 

absence of legally binding consent, that the rescission 

application has been brought in good faith, and that the 
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residents have a good faith defence on the merits which bears 

some prospects of success.21 

17 We submit that the residents’ good faith is unimpeachable. They 

brought the rescission application in order to prevent 

themselves from being made homeless. Once deemed to have 

consented to their eviction without the provision of alternative 

accommodation being incorporated into the order, the residents 

believed that they had effectively waived any assistance from 

the local authority. Pursuing the local authority for alternative 

accommodation directly, as Adams AJ suggested they should,22 

would not have provided effective protection against 

homelessness in the event that the accommodation was not 

provided by the time the eviction order was to be executed. The 

only way to protect themselves is to challenge the validity of the 

eviction order. 

18 It has long been accepted that the possibility of homelessness 

is a defence to an eviction application.23 As the High Court 

                                                 
21 Chetty v Law Society Transvaal 1985 (2) SA 756 (A), 765 B-C. 
22 Record, vol 3, p 281, para 42. 
23 Occupiers of Shulana Court, 11 Hendon Road Yeoville v Mark Lewis Steele [2010] All SA 54 (SCA)  

    (“Shulana Court”), para 16. 
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found, and as the liquidators have never seriously disputed, 

there is, at the very least, a real risk that the residents will be left 

on the streets if they are evicted. A defence on the merits has 

accordingly been established. 

19 It follows that the High Court was wrong to refuse to rescind the 

eviction order granted by Khumalo AJ. Its decision to do so must 

be set aside and replaced with an order rescinding the eviction 

order.  

The structure of these submissions 

20 In the remainder of these submissions, we address the following 

issues –  

20.1 First, we address the relevant facts, which are 

substantially common cause. We accept that, where 

there are disputes, the application falls to be decided on 

the liquidators’ version.24 

20.2 Second, we deal with the issue of consent. We shall 

submit that, purely at the factual level, the allegations 

                                                 
24 National Director of Public Prosecutions v Zuma 2009 (2) SA 277 (SCA), para 26. 
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made on the papers by the liquidators cannot ground an 

acceptable inference that all 184 of the residents 

consented to the eviction order made by Khumalo AJ, 

and that this consent was legally effective. 

20.3 Third, we deal with the duties of a court under section 

26 (3) of the Constitution, 1996 and section 4 (7) of the 

Prevention of Illegal Eviction from, and Unlawful 

Occupation of, Land Act 19 of 1998 (“the PIE Act”). 

These duties are material both to the issue of whether 

the residents’ could have validly consented to the 

eviction order, and whether, notwithstanding their 

consent, the eviction order was competent and proper.  

20.4 Fourth, we will address the requirements for rescission 

under Rule 42 and under the common law. 

20.5 Fifth, and by way of conclusion, we will set out the relief 

now sought from this Court. 
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B THE MATERIAL FACTS 

21 Unless we specify otherwise, the facts set out in this section are 

undisputed or common cause.  

The residents and the property 

22 The residents are 161 adults and 23 children.25 They have lived 

on the property for periods of up to 25 years. The property has 

stood abandoned for at least half that time. Ms. Mhlambo – who 

deposes to the residents’ papers – says that the property was 

abandoned by the time she moved into it in 2003. For a time, 

the residents organised themselves under a committee which 

collected irregular monthly contributions – of R400 to R600 – to 

pay service charges,26 but this arrangement collapsed in 2009. 

Since then, the property has become known as a place for 

homeless people who cannot afford to pay to live elsewhere.27 

23 At the time that the liquidators brought the eviction application 

before Khumalo AJ, the property was owned by ML Rocchi 

                                                 
25 Record, vol 1, p 29, para 100. 
26 The residents’ means and circumstances are dealt with at Record vol 1 pp 30 to 66. Some residents allege  

    paying R400. Some say R600. Some say nothing at all.  
27 Record, vol 1, p 10, para 24.  
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Investments, a close corporation.28 The close corporation was 

long defunct, and was represented in those proceedings by the 

liquidators, whose task it was to wind ML Rocchi up.29 

24 The liquidators were appointed on 27 September 2011.30 For 

the better part of two years, it appears they were content to 

leave the residents’ occupation of the property undisturbed.  

25 The impetus for the eviction application came when Calvin 

Maseko, the current owner of the property,31 showed interest in 

purchasing it.32 Mr. Maseko has been the deponent to all of the 

liquidators’ papers in the rescission application and the 

residents’ applications for leave to appeal.  

26 In the eviction application, Mr. Maseko contends, weakly, that 

he tried to engage with the occupiers, but was met with 

unspecified “suspicion” and “aggression”,33 from unidentified 

persons. These allegations are so vague as to be meaningless. 

They rely on a predictable and egregious stereotype of poor 

                                                 
28 Record, vol 1, pp 77 to 78, paras 6 and 7.  
29 Record, vol 1, p 77, para 5. 
30 Record, vol 1, p 84. 
31 Record, vol 4, p 365, para 1.  
32 Record, vol 1, p 80, para 13.  
33 Record, vol 1, p 80, para 14.  
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people in the position of the residents. They should not be taken 

at face value. Whatever the truth, there was clearly no serious 

attempt by the liquidators to ascertain the residents’ means and 

circumstances before instituting proceedings for their eviction. 

27 It would have been clear to both Mr. Maseko and the liquidators, 

though, that a large number of poor people had been resident 

in a run-down building for significant periods of time. As the 

Supreme Court of Appeal34 and this Court35 have held, this was 

just the sort of case in which the local authority should have 

been involved at the outset, and in which its non-joinder would 

normally be considered fatal. 

28 Yet, when the eviction application was launched, the local 

authority was conspicuously absent as a party.36 No allegations 

as to its potential involvement in the case were made in the 

liquidators’ papers.  

                                                 
34 City of Johannesburg v Changing Tides 2012 (6) SA 294 (SCA) (“Changing Tides”), para 38: “Whenever  

    the circumstances alleged by an applicant for an eviction order raise the possibility that the grant of that  

    order may trigger constitutional obligations on the part of a local authority to provide emergency  

    accommodation, the local authority will be a necessary party to the litigation and must be joined”. 
35 City of Johannesburg v Blue Moonlight Properties 2012 (2) SA 104 (CC), para 45. 
36 Record, vol 1, p 68.  
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29 On anybody’s version, the number of applications served at the 

property – the residents say just one,37 the liquidators say 4038 

– would have been wholly insufficient to notify everyone living 

at the property, which has six floors and 104 rooms.39 

30 Fortunately, though, some of the children resident at the 

property found a copy of the liquidators’ papers in the reception 

area of the building and brought it to Ms. Mhlambo’s attention.40 

The circumstances in which the eviction order was granted 

31 Unable herself to read English, Ms. Mhlambo took the 

application to someone who could.41 When she realised what it 

was, she took it to her local Ward Committee.42  

32 At the Ward Committee’s offices, Ms. Mhlambo met with Skhulu 

Ngubane. As an employee of the local authority,43 Mr. Ngubane 

might have been expected to immediately notify its Housing 

Department that a large scale eviction was being applied for, 

                                                 
37 Record, vol 1, p 11, para 29. 
38 Record, vol 2, p 145, para 15.3. 
39 Record, vol 1, pp 10, para 28. 
40 Record, vol 1, p 11, para 29. 
41 Record, p 11, para 30.  
42 Record, p 11, para 32.  
43 Ibid.   
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and to advise it immediately to take steps to intervene in the 

application, with a view to protecting the residents from 

homelessness.44 

33 But Mr. Ngubane did not do that. He instead met with the 

residents on 6 September 2013 – four days before the court 

hearing – and gave them some truly odd advice. That advice 

was that the residents should attend court on the day the matter 

was enrolled, but that only “four or five” of them would be let 

in.45 He also volunteered to speak for the residents, as, so he 

claimed, the residents were not allowed to speak for 

themselves.46 

34 The residents say that they accepted Mr. Ngubane’s offer to 

speak for them in court, and asked him to secure a 

postponement so that they could look for lawyers.47 Although 

the liquidators complain that the need to look for lawyers has 

never been explained,48 the absence of ready access to legal 

                                                 
44 Occupiers of ERF 101,102, 104 and 112, Shorts Retreat, Pietermaritzburg v Daisy Dear Investments  

    (Pty) Ltd and Others [2009] 4 All SA 410 (SCA) (“Shorts Retreat”), para 13. See also Cashbuild (South  

    Africa) (Pty) Ltd v Scott and Others 2007 (1) SA 332 (T), para 27.  
45 Record, vol 1, p 12, para 34.2.  
46 Record, vol 1, p 12, paras 34 and 35.  
47 Record, vol 1, p 12, para 35.  
48 Record, vol 4, p 373, para 17.2. 
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representation to people in the residents’ position is obvious. 

The residents needed lawyers that they did not have to pay for. 

These are scarce.  

35 Mr. Ngubane later denied any mandate to speak for the 

residents,49 but he has never specifically dealt with the 

residents’ account of what happened at his meeting with them 

on 6 September 2013. Where it is not dealt with, this account 

must be accepted as not in in dispute.  

36 Consistent with Mr. Ngubane’s advice, four of the residents 

attended court on 10 September 2013, together with Mr. 

Ngubane himself.50 Their purpose and mandate was to secure 

a postponement. Neither the liquidators, nor Mr. Maseko, nor 

Mr. Ngubane have ever disputed that this was the mandate, and 

that none of the people who attended court for the residents, 

including Mr. Ngubane, had any express or implied authority to 

agree to an eviction order.51 Nor is it suggested that the 

                                                 
49 Record, vol 2, p 170, para 23.  
50 Record, vol 1, p 12, para 36. 
51 Record, vol 1, p 14, para 44. Not disputed at Record, vol 2, p 151, para 26. 
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residents’ representatives at court held themselves out as 

authorised to agree to an eviction order.  

37 The residents deny that they were party to any negotiations at 

court. They say that Mr. Ngubane did all the talking on their 

behalf.52 

38 The liquidators dispute this.  

39 That notwithstanding, the liquidators’ account of what happened 

at court is wholly unsatisfactory. The four residents in 

attendance – who, according to the liquidators, were “led” by 

Ms. Mhlambo, not by Mr. Ngubane – are said to have been 

presented with a draft order for eviction.  

40 It has to be accepted – as the liquidators failed to dispute it – 

that Ms. Mhlambo would not have been able to read that draft 

order.  

41 Despite this, the residents are then said to have asked for two 

amendments to a draft order that their “leader” could not read. 

The first amendment extended the date of eviction to 15 

                                                 
52 Record, vol 1, p 13, paras 37 to 40. 
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November 2013. The second amendment gave the residents an 

option to occupy units at the property after Mr. Maseko’s 

planned renovation, provided that they could prove that they 

could afford to do so.53 

42 It is on the basis of these amendments that Adams AJ drew the 

inference that the residents consented to the eviction order.54 

43 This inference is unsound. The liquidators concede that the 

residents intended to oppose the eviction before they got to 

court,55 that their mandate was to secure a postponement,56 that 

the residents’ starting position in the negotiations at court was 

that they were “terribly unhappy” with the eviction application,57 

that the residents’ “leader” is illiterate and that the residents had 

no legal representation at court. The liquidators fail to allege 

who, exactly, consented to the eviction order after the 

amendments to the draft was made, and what conduct or 

utterance amounted to such consent.  

                                                 
53 Record, vol 2, p 169, para 19. 
54 Record, vol 3, p 267, para 8.  
55 Record, vol 2, p 167, para 10. 
56 Record, vol 2, p 151, para 26.  
57 Record, vol 2, p 168, para 14.  
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44 The high water mark of the liquidators’ case is that the residents, 

when faced with the full might of the liquidators’ legal team 

“showed no sign of unhappiness or dissatisfaction”.58 In other 

words, they remained silent. 

45 We submit that, in these circumstances, it cannot be accepted 

that the amendments to the draft order signified the residents’ 

consent to it.  

46 After the amendments to the draft eviction order were made, the 

matter was called before Khumalo AJ. On his own version, Mr. 

Ngubane stood up and confirmed that the residents had agreed 

to the eviction order.59  

47 Mr. Ngubane now denies that he had any authority to do that.60  

48 But it is clear from her judgment on the residents’ subsequent 

application for leave to appeal that Khumalo AJ understood Mr. 

Ngubane to be not only a representative of the residents, but 

one of the residents himself.61  

                                                 
58 Record, vol 2, p 168, para 17. 
59 Record, vol 2, p 170, para 22.  
60 Record, vol 2, p 170, para 23. 
61 Record, vol 2, p 185, para 10. 
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49 Khumalo AJ confirms that what she called the “appearer 

Applicants” stated that “the order as per the terms of [the draft], 

including the date for vacating the property, was agreed upon”.62 

As is undisputed, the only person who spoke in court, other than 

the liquidators’ counsel and Khumalo AJ, was Mr. Ngubane. It 

was he who confirmed to Khumalo AJ that the residents agreed 

to the eviction order. The residents were huddled at the back of 

the court straining to hear what was going on.63 

50 Khumalo AJ did not question either Mr. Ngubane or the 

residents on the nature of their consent, or on the 

consequences of the eviction order for them, and for the 180 

other people who lived at the property. The eviction order was 

simply rubber-stamped. This much is clear from the transcript of 

the proceedings, which records no more than the draft being 

made an order of court.64 

51 The eviction order was accordingly made on the say-so of Mr. 

Ngubane. The liquidators’ case that the residents consented to 

                                                 
62 Record, vol 2, p 186, para 12. 
63 Record, vol 1, p 13, para 40.  
64 Record, vol 3, p 260. This is the sole record of the hearing. See Record, vol 3, p 251, para 14. 
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the eviction order rests on his now-repudiated authority to 

convey such consent to Khumalo AJ, and the residents’ 

apparent silence in the face of an amended draft order.  

52 After the court hearing, Mr. Ngubane told the residents that the 

matter had been postponed indefinitely. He did not tell them that 

an eviction order had been made. He said that the matter “was 

not yet completed.”65 Despite taking the opportunity to file an 

affidavit, Mr. Ngubane chose not to specifically dispute this 

allegation. 

53 Once the residents were made aware of what had happened at 

court – that is, once the eviction order was conveyed to 

someone who could read it66 – the residents immediately took 

steps to challenge the order. 

54 Having secured free legal representation, the residents sought 

first to appeal and then to rescind the eviction order. The 

application for leave to appeal was finally dismissed by the 

Supreme Court of Appeal on the basis that the eviction order 

                                                 
65 Record, vol 1, p 14, para 41. 
66 Record, vol 1, p 14, para 42. 
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was not appealable.67 This was, presumably, because the order 

was made “by agreement”. 

55 The rescission application was argued before Adams AJ in the 

Gauteng Local Division on 3 November 2015, and dismissed on 

12 November 2015.68 The Supreme Court of Appeal dismissed 

an application for leave to appeal the refusal of rescission on 25 

April 2016.69 

56 The residents’ application for leave to appeal in this Court 

accordingly represents their last chance to avoid eviction and 

homelessness. 

The residents’ eviction will lead to homelessness 

57 There can be no serious dispute that the residents, if evicted, 

would be left homeless. The liquidators accept all of the facts 

from which an inference of homelessness must be drawn, but 

they quibble with the conclusion.70 

58 The undisputed facts are as follows – 

                                                 
67 Record, vol 2, p 198.  
68 Record, vol 4, p 319, para 10.  
69 Record, vol 4, p 320, para 12.  
70 Record, vol 2, pp 160 to 161, para 47.  
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58.1 The residents live in an abandoned building, which has 

been known as a magnet for the homeless for at least 4 

years.71 

58.2 The residents’ average household income is R1360 per 

month.72  

58.3 The overwhelming majority of the residents have no 

formal employment.73 They survive by hawking sweets, 

cigarettes and other goods from informal stands in the 

inner city area, and doing casual “piece-work”.74 This 

involves unskilled day labour for a once-off fee. 

58.4 The residents set out in painstaking detail their 

individual personal circumstances, means and inability 

to afford alternative accommodation. Each of the 

residents specifically pleads that he or she will be 

homeless if evicted, and has nowhere else to stay.75   

                                                 
71 Record, vol 1, p 10, para 24.  
72 Record, vol 1, p 29. Para 100.1.  
73 Record, vol 1, p 29, para 101. The liquidators purport to dispute this, but do so having misunderstood the    

    allegation. At Record, vol 2, p 159, para 45.1, the liquidators deny that the residents have “no form of  

    employment”, but the allegation being responded to is that the residents have “no formal employment”. 
74 Record, vol 1, p 30, paras 101.1 and 101.2.  
75 Record, vol 1, pp 30 to 67.  
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59 In response, the liquidators complain that the residents’ payslips 

have not been produced where available,76 that the residents 

do not say what efforts they have made to look for other 

accommodation,77 and that giving an average income obscures 

the fact that some people earn more than the average.78 

60 Most unfortunately, the liquidators complain that the residents 

give no indication “of where they come from and where their 

families are located.”79  

61 These are trivial criticisms. They do not come close to creating 

a dispute of fact, as is claimed on the liquidators’ behalf.80 For 

the purposes of rescission, the residents have to show that they 

face a real and substantial risk of homelessness on eviction.81 

That threshold has clearly been crossed.  

 

                                                 
76 Record, vol 2, p 161, para 47.4. 
77 Record, vol 2, p 142, para 5.8. 
78 Record, vol 2, p 158, para 44.1. 
79 Record, vol 2, p 162, para 47.8. 
80 Record, vol 4, pp 399 to 400, paras 5 to 11.  
81 Changing Tides, paras 23, 24 and 35; Shulana Court, para 16.  
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62 Adams AJ twice82 recorded that the residents face a real risk of 

homelessness on eviction. We submit that he was plainly 

correct to do so.  

C THERE WAS NO CONSENT TO THE EVICTION ORDER 

The residents did not actually consent to the eviction order 

63 Consent to a judgment or order involves something more than 

passive acquiescence. It is not enough to say that a person 

consented to a judgment by letting it be taken in his or her 

presence, or by acting passively in the course of negotiations 

about the terms of a draft order. 

64 Consent to a judgment or order requires, at the very least, overt 

agreement. 

65 Rule 31 (1) (b) of the Uniform Rules of Court requires a written 

statement witnessed by an attorney or an affidavit made by the 

defendant, before a judgment can be taken by consent.  

66 Similarly, the applicable practice manual requires that a Judge, 

when asked to make an order by agreement, must ensure that 

                                                 
82 Record, vol 3, p 282, para 45; p 309, para 8. 
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the order correctly reflects the terms agreed upon.83 This 

necessarily involves a positive affirmation by or on behalf of all 

of the parties that the specific order handed up to the Judge is 

the order that has been agreed to. 

67 The onus is on the liquidators to show, as a threshold 

requirement, that all of the residents consented to the eviction 

order “expressly or by conduct plainly inconsistent with the 

intention” to defend the eviction application.84 

68 We submit that this onus was never discharged. The only 

outward indication of the residents’ alleged agreement to the 

eviction order is Mr. Ngubane’s statement in court that the 

residents had agreed to it. But Mr. Ngubane denies any 

authority to make such a statement, and the residents allege 

that he was not authorised to agree to an eviction order. 

69 Whatever status is to be accorded to Mr. Ngubane’s utterances 

to Khumalo AJ in court, they were not statements made by or 

                                                 
83 Record, vol 2, p 186, lines 1 – 10.  
84 Laws v Rutherfurd 1924 AD 261, at 263.  
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on the residents’ behalf. They could not, objectively, be taken 

as the residents’ outward agreement to the draft order. 

70 In the liquidators’ account of the negotiations leading to the 

finalisation of the eviction order, it is not alleged that any of the 

residents present at court specifically assented to the eviction 

order in any form whatsoever. The liquidators do not rely on a 

specific utterance or specific conduct on the part of any of the 

individual residents from which a clear and unequivocal 

inference of consent can be drawn. At best for the liquidators, 

the residents present at court passively acquiesced in the terms 

of the draft order when it was presented to them. 

71 We submit that this is not enough. The mere silence of a group 

of unrepresented poor people “led” by a person who cannot 

read or write in English cannot be sufficient to infer an 

agreement to be evicted. It is even less tenable to suggest that 

such passiveness can bind the 180 residents who were not 

present at the negotiations in which the consent was allegedly 

given.  
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72 We submit that, purely at the factual level, there was no 

agreement to the eviction order.  

Even if the residents did acquiesce, this was not legally valid 

consent 

73 Agreement to the eviction order entailed a waiver of 

constitutional and statutory rights. These rights were, at 

minimum –  

73.1 The right to eviction only after the court has considered 

all the relevant circumstances.85 

73.2 The right to the joinder of the local authority and to the 

benefit of a report from it setting out whether alternative 

accommodation was, in its opinion, needed, and 

whether and when it could be provided.86 

73.3 The right to a just and equitable order under the PIE Act.  

                                                 
85 Section 26 (3) of the Constitution.  
86 Changing Tides, para 38. 
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73.4 The right to at least temporary alternative 

accommodation if the eviction would otherwise lead to 

homelessness.87 

74 It has long been accepted that rights conferred by law purely for 

one’s own benefit are capable of waiver88 provided that such 

waiver is free, voluntary and given in the full knowledge of its 

consequences.89 

75 However, where a statutory right is conferred not only for the 

benefit of the individual who exercises it, but also for the benefit 

of the public at large, it is incapable of waiver.90 

76 Social legislation, which is passed to protect vulnerable people 

who would normally bargain from a position of weakness, is one 

category of legislation which confers rights in the public interest. 

The public has an interest in the well-being and protection of the 

poor and vulnerable. It has accordingly long been recognised 

                                                 
87 Blue Moonlight, para 96.   
88 Ritch and Bhyat v Union Government (Minister of Justice) 1912 AD 719 (“Ritch”), at 734-735. Followed   

    in a number of subsequent cases. See, for example, S v Nzuza 1963 (3) SA 631 (A) (“Nzuza”), 635 A-H; S  

    v van Zyl 1991 (1) SA 804 (A) para 10; ABSA Insurance Brokers (Pty) Ltd v Luttig and Another NNO  

    1997  

    (4) SA 229 (SCA), 241E-F; and Mohamed v President of the Republic of South Africa 2001 (3) SA 601  

    (SCA), fn 55.  
89 Nkata, para 67, fn 50.  
90 Ritch, p 735. See also Bezuidenhout v AA Mutual Insurance Association Ltd 1978 (1) SA 703 (A), 710C- 

    D. 
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that it is not possible for a person to “contract out” of legislation 

passed to further that public interest,91 especially where the 

waiver of rights relates to court procedures meant to protect 

vulnerable litigants.92 

77 The PIE Act is clearly legislation of this nature. Its provisions are 

peremptory,93 and the duties it places on courts to ensure that 

an eviction is just and equitable are not dissolved merely 

because a person waives its procedures and protections. The 

fact that there is such an apparent waiver may be a factor to be 

taken into account when the court exercises its equitable 

discretion, but it does not, in itself, relieve the court of its duty to 

consider whether, for example, an eviction might lead to 

homelessness.  

78 In her judgment on the residents’ application for leave to appeal, 

Khumalo AJ held that the residents’ apparent agreement to the 

eviction order “amounts to a waiver of their rights under s 4 (7) 

[of the PIE Act] and therefore they are not entitled to its 

                                                 
91 Govender v Sona Development Co (Pty) Ltd 1980 (1) SA 602 (D), 608A to 609H. 
92 Nzuza, 635H: “the appellant could not by his consent validate the invalid procedure adopted by counsel  

    for the prosecution in the present case”. 
93 Cape Killarney Property Investments (Pty) Ltd v Mahamba 2001 (4) SA 1222 (SCA), para 11. 
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protection. There can be no more just and equitable eviction 

than one agreed upon by the parties themselves.”94  

79 With respect, this is plainly wrong. The fundamental purpose of 

the PIE Act is to protect poor and vulnerable people whose 

bargaining position is likely to be weak. If the protection of PIE 

could be waived in the course of reaching a bargain, the 

purpose of the legislation would be easily frustrated. 

80 This case provides a textbook example of an attempt to avoid 

all of the PIE Act’s protections: the most perfunctory and self-

serving excuses for failing to engage the residents are offered 

in the liquidators’ founding affidavit; the local authority is not 

joined when it was clearly a necessary party; service was 

inadequate; when, fortuitously, some of the residents made it to 

court, they were, at best for the liquidators, steamrolled into 

agreeing to an eviction order that was plainly contrary to their 

interests; the liquidators’ legal representatives then cynically 

presumed that this “agreement” applied to the other 180 

residents at the property, who were not present.  

                                                 
94 Record, vol 2, p 194, para 37.  
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81 It is precisely in cases such as these that the judicial oversight 

in terms of the PIE Act is crucial.  

82 Even if PIE rights can be waived, we submit that such waiver 

would have to be free, voluntary and informed. It has never been 

disputed that in this case, the residents were not informed of 

any of their rights under the PIE Act. There could accordingly 

have been no valid waiver of those rights.  

D THE DUTIES OF A COURT IN EVICTION APPLICATIONS 

UNDER THE PIE ACT 

83 It is clear that, once an apparent agreement was placed before 

her, Khumalo AJ considered herself at large to dispense with all 

further enquiries. That approach was mistaken. She was under 

constitutional and statutory to duties satisfy herself, 

notwithstanding the residents’ apparent agreement to be 

evicted, that the eviction would nonetheless be just and 

equitable, after considering the all relevant circumstances.  

84 It is to the nature of this statutory duty we now turn.  
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85 In Eke, this Court held that, when asked to make an order by 

agreement, a Judge is, at minimum, required to satisfy herself 

that – 

85.1 the agreement she is being asked to endorse actually 

relates to a live issue between the parties; 

85.2 the agreement “accord[s] with both the Constitution and 

the law” and is not “at odds with public policy”; and 

85.3 the agreement holds some practical and legitimate 

advantage.95  

86 In this case, we accept that Khumalo AJ satisfied herself that 

the apparent agreement to vacate related to a dispute between 

the parties.  

87 However, we submit that Khumalo AJ did not satisfy herself that 

the agreement accorded with the Constitution, the law and 

public policy, because she did not conduct the necessary 

enquiry to determine whether the order was just and equitable.  

                                                 
95 Eke paras 25 and 26.  
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88 Even though the eviction order appeared to her to have been 

agreed to, Khumalo AJ was still under an obligation, in terms of 

section 26 (3) of the Constitution, to consider “all the relevant 

circumstances”.  

89 On the facts of this case, in which the residents were plainly 

without legal representation, those circumstances would, at 

minimum, have included whether the order was genuinely 

consented to, how many of the residents were present in court, 

how many people lived at the property and what the effect of an 

eviction order on the residents might be. None of these 

questions was asked.  

90 In terms of section 4 (7) of the PIE Act, Khumalo AJ’s duties 

went further. She was not permitted to make an order for 

eviction unless it was just and equitable to do so. Even where 

an eviction application is unopposed, a court must carefully 

scrutinise the papers before it for indications that an eviction 

may lead to homelessness. If a court ignores such indications 
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as there may be, and grants an eviction order, it fails to 

discharge its constitutional obligations.96  

91 A court faced with a dearth of information on the possible effect 

of an eviction order must act proactively to establish the 

circumstances relevant to its discretion.97  Courts are obliged to 

“probe and investigate the surrounding circumstances when an 

eviction from a home is sought”.  This is “particularly true when 

the prospective evictee is vulnerable”.98  

92 If the circumstances require it, a court must call for further 

information in the form of a report from the local authority, which 

it may join mero motu if necessary.99 Courts are empowered to 

“go beyond [their] normal functions and to engage in active 

judicial management, according to equitable principles, of an 

ongoing, stressful and law-governed social process.”100 In other 

words, “[t]he way in which the courts are to manage the process 

has . . . been left as wide open as constitutional language could 

                                                 
96 Shulana Court, paras 14 and 15. 
97 Shulana Court, para 12. 
98 Pitje v Shibambo and others 2016 (4) BCLR 460 (CC), para 19. 
99 Shorts Retreat, para 12. 
100 Port Elizabeth Municipality v Various Occupiers 2005 (1) SA 217 (CC) (“Port Elizabeth 

Municipality”), para 36. 
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achieve, by design and not by accident, by deliberate purpose 

and not by omission.”101 

93 The general aim of these investigative powers is to ensure that 

an eviction order would be just and equitable. In this case, that 

boils down to whether there was a risk of homelessness if the 

eviction order was carried out.102 

94 The liquidators’ founding papers are threadbare, but they do 

disclose the possibility that the property is rundown and 

occupied by large numbers of people who might face a risk of 

homelessness on eviction. Khumalo AJ was under a duty to 

conduct the necessary enquiries to explore that risk. She did not 

conduct these enquiries, and accordingly did not discharge her 

constitutional and statutory obligations to ensure that the 

eviction order was consistent with the Constitution and the law, 

and that it was just and equitable under the PIE Act. 

95 Khumalo AJ subsequently held that the residents’ apparent 

agreement to be evicted relieved her of any obligation to 

                                                 
101 Port Elizabeth Municipality, para 22. 
102 Changing Tides para 13.  
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consider the justice and equity of the order. But, in light of this 

courts’ decision in Eke, that conclusion cannot be sustained. 

96 In considering the rescission application, Adams AJ held 

somewhat differently. He accepted that Khumalo AJ was under 

a duty to satisfy herself that the eviction order was just and 

equitable. However, Adams AJ held that the onus was on the 

residents to provide the necessary information on which 

Khumalo AJ was to exercise her discretion. In his view, the 

residents were “represented” and “fully entitled to canvass all 

the relevant circumstances and to bring same to the attention of 

the Court”.103  

97 This is not correct. We submit that the residents clearly had no 

legal representation at court, and had no idea that they could 

set out their circumstances and seek the local authority’s 

assistance. Had they known this, they clearly would have done 

so. In any event, as the cases set out above demonstrate, the 

onus is not on unrepresented occupiers to adduce information 

                                                 
103 Record vol 3, p 280, para 39.  
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unprompted, but on the court to satisfy itself that an eviction 

would be just and equitable.  

98 Adams AJ went further, and held that, even if she had asked the 

right questions, Khumalo AJ would still have made an eviction 

order – “especially if regard is had to the fact that the applicants 

have no right to occupy the premises”. The residents’ personal 

circumstances “may have had an influence on her ruling relating 

to the timing of the eviction, but not on the order to evict.”104  

99 There is no basis in law for this conclusion. Courts must refuse 

eviction orders under section 4 (7) of the PIE Act if it would not 

be just and equitable to grant them.105 It would have been clear 

to Khumalo AJ, had the necessary enquiries been made, that 

the residents’ eviction would not be just and equitable. Without 

the local authority before her, Khumalo AJ could not even begin 

to decide whether and when an eviction might be just and 

equitable, because she had no idea of the extent of the 

                                                 
104 Record, vol 3, p 280, para 40. 
105 Changing Tides, para 29: “what is being sought from the court is an order that can be granted only if the  

      court is satisfied that it is just and equitable that such an order be made. If, at the end of the day, it is left  

      in doubt on that issue it must refuse an order.” 
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residents’ needs, or the local authority’s capacity to meet them, 

now or in the future.  

100 Properly informed, Khumalo AJ would have refused to grant an 

eviction order.  

E THE BASES ON WHICH THE EVICTION ORDER MAY BE 

RESCINDED 

101 We submit that the eviction order falls to be rescinded under 

either Rule 42 of the Uniform Rules of Court, or the common 

law. We deal with both below. 

Rule 42 

102 Rule 42 (1) (a) of the Uniform Rules of Court provides for the 

rescission of orders erroneously sought or erroneously granted 

in the absence of “any party affected thereby”. 

103 An order is erroneously granted where the party who obtained 

it was not procedurally entitled to it.106 It does not matter whether 

the Judge who granted the order was aware of the procedural 

                                                 
106 Lodhi 2 Properties Investments CC v Bondev Developments 2007 (6) 87 (SCA) (“Lodhi 2”), paras 24  

      and 25. 
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irregularity. It is enough either that the Judge did not know of 

the irregularity, and would not have granted the order were she 

aware of it107 or that, notwithstanding knowledge of the 

irregularity, the Judge erroneously concluded that the party 

granted the order was entitled to it.108 

104 In either event, it is not enough for the party seeking rescission 

merely to show that she had a defence on the merits.109 The 

existence of a defence on the merits would, of course, be 

relevant to whether a rescission should be granted under the 

common law.110 But what must be shown under Rule 42 is a 

defect in the chain of process leading to the grant of the order.  

105 We have set out the defects in the process leading to the grant 

of the eviction order above. There was no consent. Even if there 

was, it was not legally valid. The local authority was not joined 

to the case when it clearly should have been at the outset. The 

mandatory PIE Act enquiries into whether the eviction order 

would be just and equitable were not conducted. An order for 

                                                 
107 Naidoo v Matala 2012 (1) SA 143 (GNP), 153C.  
108 Theron NO v United Democratic Front (Western Cape Region) and Others 1984 (2) SA 532 (C).  

      Approved in Lodhi 2 at para 26.  
109 Lodhi 2, para 27. 
110 On which see: Chetty v Law Society, Transvaal 1985 (2) SA 756 (A) at 765A-C. 
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eviction was made without any relevant information as to the 

residents’ needs and ability to afford alternative 

accommodation. 

106 In these circumstances, the liquidators’ legal representatives 

should not have sought the order and Khumalo AJ should not 

have granted it. 

107 The vast majority of the residents – 180 – were absent when the 

eviction order was made. They were clearly “parties affected” 

by the order. 

108 The eviction order is accordingly susceptible to rescission under 

Rule 42 (1) (a). 

The common law 

109 We have submitted above that the liquidators’ papers do not 

cross the threshold necessary to demonstrate that the residents 

consented to the eviction order at all. No outward act on the part 

of any of the residents has been identified that amounts to 

actual agreement with the order.  
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110 If that submission is accepted, then there was no substratum of 

consent on which to found an order, and the order must be set 

aside on that basis alone.   

111 However, even if it can be demonstrated that one or more of the 

residents present at court actually agreed to the eviction order, 

no matter how poorly advised or coerced that agreement might 

have been, it has long been accepted that an order by consent 

can, in principle, be set aside on the basis of “justus error”.  

112 The error must have been reasonable and must have vitiated 

true consent.111 In other words, it must be shown that, but for 

their reasonable mistake, the residents would not have 

consented to the eviction order.  

113 In this case, given that the residents did not know of their rights 

to defend the application, and to call on the local authority for 

assistance, it is clear that their consent, if any, was mistaken. 

No-one in the residents’ position would have consented to an 

eviction order had they been fully apprised of their rights and 

                                                 
111 Gollach & Gomperts v Universal Mills & Produce 1978 (1) SA 914 at 922 H.  
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remedies under the PIE Act. Consent, if there was any, was 

clearly given in justus error. 

114 It has been held,112 that an applicant for rescission of an order 

by agreement must also provide a reasonable explanation of 

the circumstances in which the judgment by consent was 

entered; show that the application for rescission is in good faith; 

and demonstrate a good faith defence on the merits. 

115 We submit that all of these requirements have been met in this 

case. The residents’ account of the circumstances under which 

the eviction order was taken by consent has been dealt with 

above. It is exhaustive, and clearly reasonable.  

116 We submit that the residents have acted in good faith 

throughout, but Adams AJ held that the rescission application 

was brought in bad faith.113 The apparent basis for this finding 

was that the residents should have left the eviction order to 

stand, and instead pursued the local authority for alternative 

accommodation directly.114  

                                                 
112 Ntlabezo v MEC for Education, Culture and Sport, Eastern Cape 2001 (2) SA 1073 (Tk HC), 1081 A-E.   
113 Record, vol 3, p 283, para 48. 
114 Record, vol 3, p 271, para 17. 
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117 Adams AJ’s reasoning cannot be sustained. Either the eviction 

order is susceptible to rescission, or it is not. To elect to pursue 

a remedy that is in principle open to them, instead of the remedy 

Adams AJ would have preferred, does not open the residents 

to a charge of bad faith, even if Adams AJ’s preferred remedy 

was more appropriate. 

118 In any event, Adams AJ’s preferred remedy was clearly not 

more appropriate, because it left the residents with no effective 

protection from homelessness in the event that the local 

authority did not provide accommodation by the date of eviction 

specified in the order.  

119 In truth, it was not realistically open to the residents to approach 

the local authority for alternative accommodation directly. This 

is both because the local authority in question – the City of 

Johannesburg – is notoriously resistant to providing alternative 

accommodation to people in the residents’ position,115 and 

because it would have been perfectly within its rights to rely on 

the residents’ apparent agreement to the eviction order as 

                                                 
115 Record, vol 4, p 336, para 66. 
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reason not to come to their aid. The City would have taken the 

residents’ apparent agreement to an eviction order, quite rightly, 

as an agreement to make their own way without state 

assistance.  

120 The eviction order has to be undone before the residents can 

pursue their primary goal, which is protection from 

homelessness. 

121 As the Supreme Court of Appeal has held, the possibility that 

the residents’ eviction might lead to homelessness is a good 

faith defence with some prospects of success.116 There is no 

serious dispute that the residents face the real risk of 

homelessness on eviction.  

122 The residents have accordingly met all the common law 

requirements for rescission. 

F CONCLUSION  

123 In all of these circumstances, we ask for the following order –  

                                                 
116 Shulana Court, para 16. 
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“ 1.  The application for leave to appeal is granted. 

 2.  The appeal is upheld. 

3.  The orders of the High Court and the Supreme Court 

of Appeal are set aside and substituted with the 

following – 

“1.  The eviction order granted by Khumalo AJ in 
case number 2013/24254 on 10 September 
2013 is rescinded and set aside. 

2.  The applicants are directed to file their 
answering affidavits in the eviction application 
within 15 days of the date of this order.”  

 

4. The respondents are directed to pay the applicants’ 

costs in the High Court, in the Supreme Court of 

Appeal, and in this Court.” 

STUART WILSON 

IRENE DE VOS 

Applicants’ Counsel 

Chambers, Johannesburg, 30 September 2016 


